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Intelligent Record Documentation for Buildings

W&S are leaders in Handover Documentation and Record
Information

for

Buildings

including

all

O&M

Manuals,

Statutory, Environmental and CAD-BIM Information. We are
specialists in the management, creation, authoring and
compilation of Handover Documentation and Information for
Buildings. The delivery and retention of these is via our
Building Information Portal Inteli-Scan, along with electronic
and hard copy formats
Our Core Services are the Authoring (weAUTHOR) and
Management (weMANAGE) of the entire suite of Project
Handover Documentation that includes:


Building Operation and Maintenance Manuals (O&Ms).



Health and Safety Files.



L2 Building Log Books.



BREEAM User Guides and Building User Guides.



Compiling As Built Drawings, Test and Handover
Documentation.

What We Do



Asset Register.



BIM Asset Tagging.



Home User Guide and App.



Retail Unit Packs.

Our distinctive benefits are:


Fully structured and searchable documentation and
information,



Fully transparent documentation management, full
review and a complete delivery process,



Maintainable documentation.
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Our philosophy is “intelligent record documentation for
buildings” with our corporate values being:


Quality.



Timeliness.



Technical Accuracy.



Proactive and Experienced Project Management.



Approachability.



Honesty and Integrity.



Customer Focus.

We are respected and admired for our ability to provide
consistently high levels of service with uncompromising
standards. Watson & Sole meets the requirements of ISO
9001:2015 and is audited and registered with the Exova BM
Trada.
Our distinctive approach to technical documentation has
resulted in Watson & Sole becoming the benchmark for the
industry, paving the way for logical, intelligent, searchable
and accessible data. The presentation of our manuals is
based around what is referred to as “the system based
format”.
This way of working, developed by Watson & Sole for the
Barbican Arts Centre in 1982, has helped to shape the
technical documentation industry and now means that one
document is prepared for each functional system or physical
feature of the building.
The suite of Handover Documentation for the completed
building project are often the final experiences left by a
contractor for their client, and by which they are often
remembered.
Working with the client, FM, Design and Construction teams
as

appropriate,

we

deliver

and

project

manage

a

comprehensive range of services ensuring that the production
process is relevant and tailored to suit the works.
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By taking responsibility for the managing and collation of the
required information including the production of a system
based Asset Register, Record Drawings and Testing and
Commissioning
enables

our

documents,
client’s

our

project

to

carefully

tailored

meet

contractual

input
and

professional obligations and that the necessary content is of
the highest quality.
By using our pioneering system based manual approach the

O&M Manuals

Client is presented with an easy to navigate set of manuals,
both in hard and electronic copy formats that will support the
full life cycle of the building.
On completion, we maintain complete and backup copies of
the electronic files which can then be updated or amended to
include any further alterations and changes as required, this
information can be added to our portal, Inteli-Scan.

Health and Safety
File

The Health & Safety File is often referred to as The Principal
Reference Document - a client's record of information for
future use. The H&S File is a legal requirement of the CDM
Regulations 2015. Working closely with the Principal Designer
W&S are often engaged by the Principal Contractor to prepare
via Inteli-Scan the paper and electronic copies of the file
which contains information to alert those interacting with the
building of key health & safety issues. The format of the H&S
File is fully updateable and is incorporated in Inteli-Scan
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The Health & Safety Files include:


The Building Health and Safety Information.



Index

to

the

suite

of

Operation

&

Maintenance

Manuals.


Specific Design Drawings identifying potential Health &
Safety Hazards and Risks.

L2 Log Book



Architects Plans.



Key contacts.



Fire Strategy.



Design Criteria.



Residual Risk and Hazardous Materials Register.



Demolition Advice.

A Building Log Book must be provided as part of the Building
Regulations Approved Document (L2). The purpose of the Log
Book is to provide details of the installed building services
plant and controls, the method of operation and maintenance
(often a cross reference to the O&M Manuals) and other details
that collectively enable energy consumption to be monitored
and controlled.
It is a legal requirement to maintain the Log Book to reflect the
building

installation.

The

majority

of

the

required

documentation to meet the requirements are contained within
a

comprehensive

Maintenance

Asset

Manuals

Register

however

and
the

the

Operation

following

&

additional

information is required to satisfy the Building Regulations:


A description of the Building, its intended use, purpose
and design Philosophy.



Schedule of the building's energy meters and submeters

for

each

fuel,

location,

identification,

description and usage instructions.


A design assessment of the building's systems carbon
emissions related to comparable benchmarks such as
the Energy Consumption Guide 19 "Energy use in
offices" (ECON 19).



The

air

permeability

of

the

building

should

be

measured and a report appended.
Working closely with the Architects, Mechanical & Electrical
Consultants, Project Team and Contractors, W&S prepare
Building Log Books using the CIBSE TM31 Log Book Template.
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The

BREEAM

Environmental

(Building

Research

Assessment

Method)

Establishment
User

Guide

(BRE)
is

an

additional document that supplements the Building Log Book
to include the environmental assessment findings relating to
a building and provide Building Users with an introduction to
their working environment. The principal purpose of this
document is to ensure users are aware of the environmental
features of their building and how to interface with them.
W&S prepare BREEAM Guides on behalf of Clients to complete

BREEAM User
Guide

Compiling As
Built Drawings,
Test and
Handover
Documentation

the Record Documentation suite and provide the document in
an easy to use, fully updateable format

Watson & Sole as part of the project handover compile the As
Built Drawings, Test and Handover Documentation.
Throughout the project W&S liaise with the Design Team and
Contractors to agree the Drawings and Test & Commissioning
Documentation required for handover.
Once these schedules are approved via the Design Team, we
collate the Documents and upload to the Inteli-Scan web
portal.
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Watson & Sole benefits projects and clients by providing
bespoke Asset Registers.
Using project schematics and plant schedules we populate
and produce our system based asset register which allows us
to provide a project specific schedule detailing Asset items,
their locations and associated manufacturers’ information.
This can also provide spares and warranty schedules,
guarantees and estimated life schedules if required to provide
a bespoke register that can be uploaded to any PPM system.

Asset Registers

The asset register is a fully searchable schedule available to
edit and download from the Inteli-Scan web portal.
Watson and Sole provide a fully integrated BIM Level 3 for FM
Data.

Our

Inteli-Scan

plug-ins

for

BIM

authoring,

synchronization and viewing tools enables the integration of
Geometric BIM models, (Revit, Navisworks, CAD 360 Suite)
with Inteli-Scan O&Ms and the client PPM and FM tools to

BIM Asset
Tagging and
Linking

ensure full re-use of data.
We use the Inteli-Scan BIM plug ins to data harvest from the
working BIM model into Inteli-Scan where we update the
asset

register

completing

the

assetizing

with

unique

identifiers which are then synchronized back into the model.
An external ID reference allows the user to pinpoint and
locate the exact asset as required. The external links allow
users to access the asset and O&M data for Maintenance/PPM
scheduling.
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Watson & Sole provide bespoke Retail Unit Packs and
Handover Documents for Commercial Projects.
Retail Unit Packs are compiled in accordance with the
BREEAM Retail 2006 criteria. The packs enable a developer to
achieve credits as part of their retail development. The aim of
this process is to recognise and encourage the provision of
guidance to enable a building owner or unit occupier to
understand and operate their area efficiently, in line with
current

Retail and
Tenant Unit
Packs

legislation,

good

practice

and

in

the

manner

envisaged by the Design Team.
Our Retail Unit Packs provide your building occupants with
details of their unit from fixtures and fittings specifications to
services and utility operation and maintenance details and the
test certification for services provided at the unit service
head.
For commercial projects a sub set of documents is collated
relevant

to

the

tenant

demise

to

provide

information

necessary for the tenant fit out of the space.
Watson & Sole compile the packs by authoring an Operation
and Maintenance Manual issued specifically to the Client,
Principal Contractor and Facilities Management team via our
dedicated Inteli-Scan Site Project web portal.
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Watson & Sole bespoke Home User Guides and App are
compiled in accordance with the BREEAM Checklist Man 1 Part
1 & 2, which enable a developer to achieve credits as part of
their Ecohome development. The aim of this process is to
recognise and encourage the provision of guidance to enable
home owners and occupiers to understand and operate their
homes efficiently and to make best use of their local facilities.
Our bespoke Home User Guides and App provide building

Home User
Guide and App

occupants with details of their home including:


Life Safety advice.



Fixtures and fittings details (including White Good).



Services and utility operation.



Environmental and energy design saving features
used in the building for example, water saving
measures.



Maintenance hints and tips.



Sustainable DIY tips.



Local recycling schemes and waste collection.

The Guide also provides details of the location of, public
transport and useful contact details of local amenities
including doctors, hospitals etc. and links to local authority
websites etc.

Inteli-Scan

Watson & Sole compile the Home User Guides by authoring
an apartment Operation and Maintenance Manual issued
specifically for the Client, Principal Contractor and Facilities
Management team via our dedicated Inteli-Scan Site Project
web portal.
Inteli-Scan Site users are provided with links enabling them
to login to the specific Home User Guides and set up the
Inteli-Scan

Home

App

for

IOS

and

Android

for

each

residence.
The Home User Guide can be issued in Hard copy and
internet linked website.
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Our product, Inteli-Scan is a web portal used for the
management,

creation,

authoring

and

compilation

of

Handover Documentation and Information for Buildings.
We have developed this unique software tool by applying our
knowledge, experience and feedback from Project Teams and
Facilities Managers. The latest development of Inteli-Scan
builds upon over 20 years of success of Inteli-Scan LAN and
Web.
Inteli-Scan contains the Record Documentation in an easy to
use database, including:


Inteli-Scan
What is InteliScan?

Building Operation and Maintenance Manuals (O&Ms).
o

System Descriptions.

o

Manufacturers Literature.

o

BMS Controls Strategies and Graphics.



Health and Safety Files.



L2 Building Log Books.



BREEAM User Guides and Building User Guides.



As Built Drawings (pdf, Native and Models and Zips),
Test and Handover Documentation.



Asset Register and BIM Asset Tagging.



Home User Guide and App.



Retail Unit Packs.

Inteli-Scan is a fully hosted cloud based solution with failover
and backup in a physically and technologically secure
environment.
Inteli-Scan is available with mobile computing access that is
optimized for Touch Screen Computing. The documents and
controls are displayed as panels for the user to touch tap.
Inteli-Scan is the Building Library, with


Configuration features to allow the site to be built
specific to the building and the FM Team Operational
Plan.



Project Management features to establish, develop,
author,

review,

approve,

update

and

store

the

building records


A search engine to retrieve the information.
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Inteli-Scan provides quick and simple information retrieval as
it is a fully indexed web solution providing full text search
capabilities. It also uses a variety of attributes for each of the
documents to permit user definable searches to locate, filter
and group information quickly. The primary search models
are:


Simple Search for features of the Building and
Services to identify the system/element documents
you are researching.

Search



Browse, via a tree view of the documents especially
created for your site and via a touch tile interface.



Graphic Search where implemented using BIM Models
and other graphical tools to interface with the
information.



Advanced Search for Documents by their various
attributes including their system and asset data, title
and originator etc.

The System Documents page allows you to see via the tabs
the documents relating to one or more system, thereby
providing a mini manual for a part of the building. The filters
on the page also allow further refinement of the searches.
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Inteli-Scan

allows

the

End

User

to

Export

or

Reuse

information:
Bulk Download
The Bulk Download tool allows the user to assemble any
documents for saving and printing. The resultant download is
provided

with

a

cover

sheet

and

full

contents

listing

specifically generated as a result of the selections made.
These contents pages can be used for auditing and when
issuing documents for tender purposes etc. The downloaded
manual content page provides hyperlinks to the individual

Data Reuse
and Reports

documents thereby providing easy navigation.
Project Reports
Detailed Reports are exported to MS Excel for use by all
Project Team Members. The Reports page gives access to live
detailed Author, Reviewer, Comments and Workflow reports
for use by project users indicating:


Documents counts, (including delivery metrics).



System Status.



Asset Counts for each system.



Comments counts (including resolution metrics).

Asset Report
An Export Assets report is available. This is a ready to print
report is generated in MS Excel. It provides an inventory of
the assets you currently have listed on Inteli-Scan and is an
invaluable tool for PPM-CAFM systems used by FM Teams.
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Regardless of whether we are engaged in a management
service (weMANAGE) or an authoring service (weAUTHOR)
we utilize Inteli-Scan as the management tool. Inteli-Scan is
designed to ensure the completion of the O&M Project on
time.
The Management Features allow for:

Project
Management



Full on line document preparation and review.



Live Status Reports, KPIs and Detailed Reports.



Full Process Control.



Tools to manage the Test Documents and As Built
Drawings.



Documentation and Library updates as required.

The System Status Chart gives a ready indication of relative
progress. User Progress Bar charts measure the % of
deliverables completed. Access to the contact details and
correspondence

tools

for

all

team

members

with

responsibilities for the O&M Process

With the System by System design of Inteli-Scan the benefit
of being able to progress authoring and reviewing work on a
piecemeal basis drafting and completing sections as and
when the information is available ensures that the most
effective and efficient O&M production process is enabled.
Throughout Inteli-Scan the software allows contributors to
work on or offline.
All project correspondence are recorded in Inteli-Scan to
allow the Principal Contractor the ability to monitor the
response of all users to requests from Inteli-Scan.
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Inteli-Scan is fully configurable in the Project Set Up Wizard,
enabling bespoke set up for individual Sites and Projects and
provides Prelisting to provide in depth configuration of
information requirements.
Configuration includes:

Fully
Configurable



Site, name and any graphical interface such as BIM.



Projects, to manage the development of the Building
Information through the various build and fit out
projects.



The system list to reflect the building design and the
occupier’s business process.



Asset Register, including the ability to configure the
data capture to match the building operational policy.



Group and User Accounts to control data access,
authoring and review



Document

Types

incorporation

of

and

Categories

to

allow

the

such

documents

as

BIM

and

categorization to cater for regulatory requirements.
Prelisting:
Inteli-Scan has the feature to allow prelisting of documents.
Using this we prelist final documents required for each trade
package at an early stage of the project so that the
contractors understand precisely the documents that are
required at handover.
If you view configuration as defining the scope of the O&M
manuals the prelisting feature is used to develop the depth of
information required.
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Our Services include, authoring (weAUTHOR), managing
(weMANAGE)

and

Document

Loading

to

Inteli-Scan,

Cataloging and Library Services, (weLOAD)
Our authoring services include the full technical authoring of
documentation including update works.
weWRITE is our premium technical authoring service where
clients engage us directly to procure, write and prepare and
collate all Building and Facilities information on behalf of the
Project Team. Working closely with the client’s team we liaise
with every contractor to recruit source information that
enables

us

to

author

the

building

and

FM

specific

documentation. Our weWRITE service includes management
and collation of all final Testing and Commissioning Results
and Record Drawings.

Our Services
weAUTHOR

Past weWRITE projects include:






HSBC - Multiple buildings
20 St Mary Axe – The Gherkin
Morgan Stanley - Multiple buildings
Selfridges - Multiple projects
Pirbright Laboratory

WRITE4you - a solution for Contractors requiring technical
authoring services. W&S provide WRITE4you services for

weWRITE

many leading Contractors who engage us as specialist
authors to prepare O&M Manuals on their behalf. Our
comprehensive service includes provision for requesting and
monitoring

WRITE4you

information

from

our

clients’

suppliers

and

manufacturers. Contractors have the option to retain their
manuals on Inteli-Scan for the ease of reference after
completion of the project.

reWRITE

rewrite is where we are called in to take a collection of
existing manuals

that have be received over a number of

years and projects.
manuals

and

We undertake to work through these

author

(by

combining,

consolidating

and

collating) an up to date composite manual through research
and site survey
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weMANAGE services are where we manage the production of
documentation.
The theyWRITE service is a solution for Developers and
Principal Contractors requiring Contractors to

author and

prepare manuals in a consistent useable format.
Using Inteli-Scan, our online project documentation tool we
prelist the scope and detail of the documents required. As the

weMANAGE

project progresses we can therefore identify short-comings of
information early in a project and assist contractors all the
way to delivery of the final documents, through a series of

theyWRITE

seminars,

one

to

one

training

sessions

and

guidance

documents.
Working side by side with project Document Management
Systems such as ASITE, Aconex, 4 Projects, Conject we
manage the process as soon as the project commences right
up until handover of the keys when the client will receive
training in the use of Inteli-Scan and a complete set of
handover documentation in a neatly presented suite of
manuals.
Recent theyWRITE projects include:





Central St. Giles
BSkyB Osterley Campus
Trinity School Lewisham
New Court, London

Where a project has not provided central guidance of the

weREPRESENT

Manual production process a disparate set of approved
documents may have been partly or fully produced.
weREPRESENT is our service to consolidate and complete
this work generally by pasting material into our standard
template and Inteli-Scan to ensure consistency and permit
auditing to ensure completion.
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This is where we receive approved documents, catalogue,
consolidate and load them to a server/electronic media,
physical library or Inteli-Scan.
This is a Full Library service for the entire available O&M
Manuals and documentation suite (weLOAD). W&S use the
management features of Inteli-Scan to manage the project.
The benefits provided by Inteli-Scan are therefore available
for the project and the end user for ongoing use throughout

weLOAD

the life of the building.
Where the Property Owner or Main Tenant have invested in
Inteli-Scan our web based Operation and Maintenance
manual for the Building updates and revisions can be handled
using this service.
Recent weLOAD projects include:

weUPDATE

•

Aldgate Tower

•

99 Bishopgate

•

BP St James Square

Inteli-Scan and all W&S O&Ms are designed to allow for
future updates with the use of Projects and Document
Versions.

Our

Update

service

can

be

carried

out

via

weAUTHOR, weMANAGE and weLOAD levels of service.
As can be seen here the LV Distribution system document
was initially written on the Base Build Project and then
modified at the Generator and Fit out Projects.
This approach allows the end user to view the latest version
of the manual at all times and for project users to be able to
access their version of the document if needed.
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For a demo of Inteli-Scan or to find out how Watson & Sole
can make a tangible difference to your business, building or
project please give us a call today.
Watson & Sole Associates Ltd.
97 Westmead Road
Sutton

Further
Information

Surrey
SM1 4HX
t: 020 8642 1101
f: 020 8643 7963
e: info@watsonsole.co.uk
www.watsonsole.co.uk
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